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1. Introduction. This paper is intended to be the final one of the series of
papers with the same title [1]. Thus we survey first the results obtained and the problems
remained open in these pa搾rs. We refer to the papers in [1] by its number I -V.
The sequences treated in these papers are of the following type, which is called a
ratinal Beatty sequence. Let N, Z mean as usual. We take q, a∈ N and b∈Z. We put
(1) S(q,a,b)-{[(qn+b)/a]:neZ)
where [x] denotes the greatest integer ≦ Ⅹ.
Our thema is the disjointness properties of Beatty sequences. We treat the following
three problems.
Problem A. Let qi;at ∈ N(1 ≦ i ≦ k) be given. Under what condition the system of
sequences S(qi(at,bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ k) can be made disjoint by taking suitable bi (1 ≦ i ≦ k)?
Problem B. Assume that the condition of Problem A is satisfied. List up all the set
bi d ≦ i ≦ k) for which the sequences S(qi,ai,bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ k) are mutually disjoint.
Problem A and B are twin ones. The third one is of somewhat different type.
Problem C. Let qi, at ∈ N (i - 1, 2) be given. Obtain a criterion to decide whether ei
+e2 sequences such as
S(qi,ai,bi-)1 ≦ i ≦ei and S(q2,a2,b^j>)1 ≦j ≦e2
can be made disjoint by taking suitable b's.
For the understanding of the background of the problems, we refer to [2], especially
pp. 19-20. First we take up Problems A and B. We gave in I a complete solution of the
problems for k - 2, Namely we obtained the following two Theorems.
Let (a,b) mean the greatest common divisor of a and b. We take qi,ai ∈ N(i - 1, 2)
for which (qi,ai) - 1. And we put (qi,q2) -q,(ai,a2)- a and ai -aui (i-1,2).
Theorem A. Notations being as above, consider qi,ai(i - 1,2)are given. Two
sequences S(qi, ai, bi) and S(q2, a2, b2) are disjoint with suitable two integers bi and b2 if and
2
only if
(2) xui+yu2 - q-2uiu2(a-1)
holds with some (x, y) ∈ N2.
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In case this condition is satisfied, we take a solution (x。, y。) of (2) such that 1 ≦ yo ≦ ul.
Theorem B. Assume that qi,ai(i - 1,2) satisfy the condition of Theorem A. Then
S(qi,ai,bi)(i - 1,2) are disjoint if and only if
uib2-u2bi ∈ (EI U E2) (modq)
where
Ei - {uix+u2y+uiu2(a-1):0 ≦ Ⅹ ≦ X。-1,1 ≦ y≦ y。},
E2- {uiX+U2y+uiU2(a-1):0 ≦ Ⅹ ≦ X。-U2-i,y。+i ≦ y≦ Ui.
{In case xo ≦ U2, we define E2 - 4>.)
In considering Problems A, B for k ≧ 3, we treat only the most interesting case.
Namely we assume
(ai,aj)-1forl≦i幸j≦k.
For k - 3, we gave in I a partial result for Problem A. And a complete solution is given
in IV. We quote here Theorem 4 of I , since we need it in the discussion of this paper. We
take qi,a(∈N(1 ≦i≦3) forwhich (qi,at)-(ai,aj)-1 for 1 ≦i≠j ≦3. And further-
more we assume
(qi,Qj)-Qforl≦iキj≦3.




















(4) Xix2x3+yiy2y3 - qf.
Here we see easily the fact f ∈ N.
Theorem C. Notations being as above, the sequences S(qi, ai, bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) are disjoint
with suiおble b's if and only if f ≧ 2 with a suitable solution system (xl; yd (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) of (3).
We remark that Theorem C lies on the line of the famous Minkowski Theory, which
asserts the close relation between the existence of a diophantine solution and the volume
of some set.
In V, we gave a solution of Problem B for k - 3. As noted there, Problem B seems
to be insignificant at a casual glance. But in many cases, Problem B becomes indispensable
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to solve other problems. And the result of V is essential to study the theory of disjoint
quadruples of ratinonal Beatty sequences, which is the thema of this paper. Hence we
discuss the result in §2.
Before going to the thema of this paper, we give some remarks about our results
concerning Problem C. Our investigation of the problem are in II and III. We solved there
the problem for some cases. And for some cases, we proposed only a plausible conjecture.
Thus our answer to Problem C is an incomplete one. But our present view is as follows.
The most interesting result given in II and III is not the answer to Problem C itself, but the
solution of two problems (β) and (r) given there. (We are going to discuss full detail of
it in another place.) For more precise information, we refer to II, III or [3J.
Now we explain the contents of this paper. Our thema is Problem A for k - 4. We
initiated this study in IV. But the result given there is an inadequate one. And it turns out
that there are new phenomena which did not appear in case k - 2, 3. Thus Problem A for
k - 4 does not allow a simple answer. Recently we obtained a fairly satisfactory method
to treat the problem, and also rather an unexpected byproduct. To report them is the aim
of this paper.
In this paper we treat the problem under some restrictions. We believe that the
interesting part of the problem is not spoiled by that. The first restriction is
(5) (qi,ai) -1,(ai,aj)-- 1,(qi,qj) -qforall 1 ≦ iキj ≦ 4.
Under this condition, we see by Theorem A that our problem is equivalent to seek the
criterion for disjointness of S(q, ai, bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4).Thus we denote S(q, a, b】) simply by S】.
In case Si(1 ≦ i ≦ 4) are mutually disjoint, we call {Si} as a disjoint system.
By Theorem A, we see that the relation Si n Si - ¢(1 ≦ i幸j ≦ 4) implies the exis-


































































withxi(yi,Zi,Wi∈N(1 ≦ i ≦ 4).
In (6), Xi is the coefficient of ai in the relation which combines ai with ai. A similar rule is
applied for yi etc. We use x as a generic name for xs,y's,z's and w's.
Now we impose two conditions. The first one is
(F) Two x's which lie in the same row of the matrix of (6) are relatively prime.
This condition means the relations in (6) cannot be reduced.
The second condition is the following (#).
(#) The relation (6) is the unique solution system for given q, a> (1 ≦ i ≦ 4).
This condition allows us to consider only Ei of Theorem B. Namely by (#), we are saved
from troublesome classification of cases.
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We state here our problem more precisely;
Let q, ai ∈ N(1 ≦ i ≦ 4) begiven, whichsatisfy (5), (6), (F) and (#). Decidewhether
S (q, a,,bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) can be made disjoint by taking suitable b's, by using only the infor-
mation included in (6).
We give here a rough sketch of our results. The quadruple {Si} contains the following
four triples as its subsets. We put
Ti - {S2)S3,S4},T2 - {S3> Si,S4},T3 - {Si, S2,S4},T4 - {Si,S2,S3}.
Here the number i is put to T( which does not contain Si. We consider in the following the
order of Si in eachtripletobe fixed. Wedefineft (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) as in (4) for eachtriple. Note
that by (#), they are uniquely determined. Our final condition is
(*) ai≧4,16fデ<q,(q,f,)-1forl≦i≦4.
The former two conditions are not heavy. The third one is rather essential.
Now by Theorem C, we obtain a necessary condition for {Sj to be a disjoint system.
Thatis
(7) f.≧2(1≦i≦4).
Needless to say, (7) is not a sufficient condition. By studying some numerical examples, we
are suggested the following two phenomena (cf. Remark ( i ), ( ii ) of IV, §4);
(H. I) For S(q,ai,h) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) to be a disjoint system with large q, some of fi's have to
be also large.
(H.2) Conversely, iff, ≧ K(1 ≦ i ≦ 4) holdswithsomeK-K(q), S(q,ai;bi)(1 ≦ i ≦ 4)
can be made a disjoint system.
As noted already in IV, (H. 1) allows an exceptional type. In this paper, we call it a
zero-system. We give a complete characterization of this type in Theorem 1, §4. We
believed, for the time being, there is no other exceptiona「ones. But it turns out that there
is another exceptional type. We name it a keen system. And excluding these two types, a
proposition of (H. 1) type holds (cf. Theorem 2, §6).
Note that in Theorems 1 and 2, we assert the possibility of exceptinal ones. But it is
a different problem to ascertain the existence of infinitely many exceptional ones, or to
have a method to construct them. Inquiring this problem, we come upon rather unexpected-
ly a method to construct disjoint systems. By the method, starting from a disjoint system,
we obtain new systems (including four parameters!) of a similar nature. If we note the
difficulty in finding q, at (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) which satisfies (6) and (#), we think the method to be
rather astonishing. And we think the significance of it lies apart from the theory of Beatty
sequences. Thus we discuss its details in another place. We explain in §8 the basic device
of the method by treating an example.
Returning to our main concerns, we seek a proposition of (H. 2) type. We tried several
plans to obtain some theoretical results. In the present state, however, we need some
numerical calculations to decide the existence of a disjoint system from (6). Thus we
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confine ourselves to state comments about the plans we adopted, in the closing part of this
paper.
2. Disjoint triples. As noted in §1, our theory of disjoint quadruples of Beatty
sequences is founded on that of triples. Thus we need a precise theory of disjoint triples,
including an answer to Problem B. Here we revisit the results of V, and add some more
tothem.





Notethatthecondition (#) and (*) are imposed. Wetakeai ∈ N forwhichafai ≡ 1 (mod
q) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4), and consider them to be fixed. We first study the condition for Ti to be
disjoint. By translating Si's simultaneously, we may assume
(9) b4- -1.
NowbyTheorem B and (#),weseethatS2 n S4 - S3 n S4 - ¢ifandonlyifb2andb3are
of the following form.
b
ao)b:
ni2+a4a2n2 (mod q), 0 ≦ rri2 < W2,0 ≦ n2 < y4,
m3+a4a3n3 (mod q), 0 ≦ m3< w3,0 ≦ ri3< Z4.
′ヽノヽ
We take m, n∈Zsothat
ノヽ !ヽ
W3-rri3 ≦ m < y3+W3-rri3 and n - Z4+112-113.
We start our discussion with the following Lemma.
Lemma 1. Let品,a, mi andni (i - 2,-3) be as above. Ti is a disjoint triple if and only
if there exists x ∈ Z which satisfies the following two relations.
3日
3L2X+3L3品+s4品… o (mod q),
ノヽ
m2< x ≦ni2+Z2.
In case this condition is satisfied, the triple (x,a,a) is uniquely determined by bz and b3.
Proof. The first assertion is Lemma 3 of V. Thus we consider the latter assertion.
As stated above, we define the numbers by two steps.
b2,b3- mi,rii(i - 2,3)-- (x,品,a).
!ヽ
By (#), we see the former map of (13) is injective. As for the latter mapping, n is uniquely
determined by (ll). Thus by (12), the value of a2^+芸3品(mod q) is determined. Now again
ノヽ
by (#), we see the second map is injective.
We denote the injection given in Lemma 1 by
<j(b2,b3, -1) - (x,a,a).
In the above discussion, we assumed (9). By that, our result lacks the symmetry with
respect to Si (2 ≦ i ≦ 4). Here we try to regain the symmetry. We explain the notations
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used. Let {S(q, a2, b2), S(q, a3,b3), S(q, a4, -1)} be a disjoint triple. Assume that, by trans-
lating simultaneously the values of Si (1 ≦ i ≦ 4), we obtain the triple {S(q, a2) -1), S(q, a3,
b'3), S(q,a4,bi)}. Let (x,品,a) and mi,ni(i - 2,3) be as above.




(品+rri3-W3)+aiduix-m2-1). (mod q) ,
(y4-n2-1)+a2a4(w2-m2-1) (mod q).
Proof. First we note the relation S(q, a2, -1) - S(q, a2, b2)-a2(m2+a4a2n2+l), which
follows from (1) and (10). Thus we have b'3 - -a3a2(m2+a2a4n2+l)+b3 - m3+a3a4(n3-n2)-
a2a3(m2+l) (mod q). Note that a3a4(n3-n2) ≡ a3a4(z4-a) (mod q). Thus by (12), we have
the expression for b'3. As for t>4, we have bi ≡ -a4a2(m2+a2a4n2+1)-1 (mod q). By noting
y4+a2a4W2 - 0 (mod q), we obtain (14).
Lemma 3. We start from {S(q,a3,b'3), S(q,a4,bi), S(q,a2, -1)} and carry the same
discussion as above. Then we have cr(b3, b'4 -1) - (品,a, %)蝣And if we start from {S(q, a3,
ba), S(q, a2, b2), S(q, a4, -1)}, we have a{bz,¥>2 -1) - (y3+W3-品, Z2+W2-X, Z4+Y4-a).
Proof. The second relation is easy to see. Thus we treat the first relation. We note
that the coefficients of (14) satisfy the corresponding required inequalities of (10). And note
the coefficients of (12) are of type ai. Thus by the uniqueness theory of Lemma 1, and by
following the process (13), we obtain the conclusion of Lemma.
′ヽノヽ
Lemma 3 shows that the numbers x, m and n, which are of different birth, have a
symmetric nature.
Now we answer to Problem B for k - 3.
Lemma 4. Notations being as above, Ti can be made a disjoint triple with suitable
h's if and only if there exisね(x,品,a) ∈ Z3 which satisfies the following relations.
「a2*+芸。品+芸。品… o (mod q),
ノヽノヽ
x<x2+z2,0<m<y3+W3,0<n<y4+z4.
And we obtain all the set {b2,b3} from {%,品,a), by reversing the process (13), of which
disjoint triples are made with hi - -1.
Proof. From a disjoint triple Ti, we obtain (x,a,a) by following the above discussion.
And it is easy to see that (x,品,a) satisfies (15). Conversely, we start from (x,品,a) which
satisfies (15). Then as shown in Lemma 4 of V, we obtain D2 and b3 which make a disjoint
triple with b4 - -1.
Thus Problem B for a triple is reduced to list up all (x,品,a) which satisfies (15). But
Lemma 4 has a defect. Namely the essential quantity f does not appear in it. As a remedy
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for that, we define a new triple (a, β, γ) as follows.
x - αZ2+βW2,品- ay3+γW。,品- βy。+yz。.
And we define the set W by
W - {(α, β, γ) :(fα,fA fγ) ∈ Z3,with (Q) and (C)},
where
㈲ 0< αZ2+βW2< Z2+W2,0 < αys+yW3< Y3+W3,0< βy4+yZ4< Y4+Z4.
(C) αZ2+βW2 ≡ αy3+yW3 ≡ βy4+γZ4… 0 (mod Z).
(We use (Q) for quantative, and (C) for congruencial.)
Note that Q is satisfied by taking (α, β, γ) so that all elements are contained in (0, 1), or
at most one of them is 0 or 1. We say in the case that (α, β, γ) satisfies (0, 1) condition.
Lemma 5. The relation (16) defines a bijection between W and the set of (x,品,a) which
satisfies
Proof. This is the main result of V. Thus we refer to it.
3. Criterion for a disjoint system. In search of the criterion, we proceed first the
same way adopted in IV. We start putting b4 - -1. Then by Theorem B and (#), we see
Si n S4 - め(1 ≦ i ≦ 3) if and only if bi's are of the following form.
(18)
bl…mi+aia4ni (modq),0≦mi<Wi,0≦m<X4,
b2 ≡ rri2+a2芸4n2 (mod q), 0 ≦ rri2 < W2,0 ≦ n2 < Yi,
b。…m3+a3a4n3 (modq), 0≦ m3< W3,0 ≦n3 < za.
Now again by Theorem B and (#), we see that Si n S2 - ¢ if and only if
aib2-a2bi ∈ {ai[O, x2-1]+a2[l, yi]} (mod q).
(Wedenote [g,g+hI - {g,g+l,---,g+h}, forg∈N andh∈ N U {0}.)
Thus substituting (18) and noting a4y4+a2W2 - 0 (mod q), we have
.A
{-aia2[w2-m2, X2+W2-m2-1トaia4(y4十ni-n2)} ∩ [mi+1, mi+yiIキ¢ (mod q).
By a similar process, we see that S2 n S3 - ¢ if and only if
{-a2芸3[w3-m3, Y3+W3-m3-1トa2芸4(z4+n2-n3)} ∩ [m2+l, 1TL2+Z2]キ¢ (mod q).
And we see that S3 n Sl - ¢ if and only if
{-a3ai[wi-mi, zi+wi-mi-1]-a3a4(x4+n3-m)} Pi [rrb+l, 1113+x3] 3= 4> (mod q).
Nowwe define (#,品1,蒜) for eachTi (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) as in §2. Namely
tf(bi+i,bi+2, -1) - (*,品.,n,)((l ≦ i ≦ 3).
(The suffix i+1, i+2 are considered modul0 3.)
Note the relation 、
a2zi+a3品1+芸4品1 ≡ a3Z2+ai品2+s論2 ≡ aa3+a2品i+a4品3 ≡ 0 (mod q).
Lemma 6. S(q,ai(bi) 1 ≦ i ≦ 4 is a disjoint system if and only if (xu品1,a.Mi ≦ i ≦
3) satisfy the following relations.
ノヽノヽ
m2 < xi ≦ 1TI2+Z2, W3-m3 ≦ mi < y3+w3-m3,ni-Z4+n2-n3,
m3 < x2 ≦ m3+x3,Wi-mi ≦品2 < zi+wi-mi,品2-X4十n3-ni,
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ノヽノヽ
mi < x3 ≦ rrh+yi,W2-m2 ≦ m3 < x2+W2-m2,n3-Z4+ni-n2.
proof. Note that the first term of(19) is -ais2品raia4品。 ≡ x3 (mod q). Thus (19) means
that x3 ∈ [mi+1, mi+yj (mod q). As shown in V, the condition (mod q) can be eliminat・
ed under (*).
Now we give a tentative answer to Problem A for k - 4.
Lemma7. Letq,ai∈N(1≦i≦4) with (#), (*) begiven. ThenSi(1≦i≦4)can
be made disjoint by suitable b's if and only if there exist triples (#,晶,品i) (l ≦ i ≦ 3) which












Wi < ITI2+x3 < zi+yi+wi,
ノヽ
W2 < ni3+xi < X2+Z2+W2,
ノヽ
W3 < mi+^2 < Y3+X3+W3.
Proof. We obtain (A), (N) and (J) from (21). Thus our problem is to obtain mi, ni (1 ≦ i
≦ 3) which satisfy (18) and (21) from (#,品.,n.) (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) which satisfy仏), (N) and (J). We
first consider rru. By taking all inequalities in (21) that contains mi, we have
′ヽ A
wl一m2≦mi < zi+Wi-m2andxi-Y¥≦mi< #3.
Considering also the inequalities in (18), we see that the inequality which has to be satisfied
bymiis
Max (0, wi一品2, *3-yi) ≦ mi < Min (wi, x%Zi+Wi一品2).
To ascertain the existence of such mi, we check taking three terms of the left-hand side
of (22) and the right in turn. It is an easy task. A similar reasoning works for m2 and m3.
Now we take up ni (1 ≦ i ≦ 3). We see the inequality to be satisfied by ru is
Max (0,品3-y4,x4-品。) ≦ ni < Min (x4,品t,x4+Z4-品2).
The existence of such ru is easily checked. From this m, we define n2 and n3 by n2 - y4+ni
一品3 and n3-品2-X4+ni. We can easily ascertain that these ni (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) satisfy the
desired properties.
Note that Lemma 7 lacks the symmetry with respect to Si (1 ≦ i ≦ 4). In particular,
T4 is concealed. To regain the symmetry is our next task. For the purpose, we take T4
- {Si, S2, S3}, and define (x*,品。,品4) in a somewhat modified form. Namely we put
tf(bi, b2, -1) - (yi+zi-Xi, Z2+x2-品4, X3+Y3-品。).
We note that, by this modified definition, the relation satisfed by them is not altered.
Namely we have
aiZ4+a2品4+芸。品。 ≡ o (mod q).
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Lemma8. Letq,a*∈N(1≦i≦4) begivenas above. ThenS(q,ai,bi)(1≦i≦4)
can be made disjoint by taking suitable b's if and only if then exist (xu mi, ni) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4)



















proof. We get (A), (N) and (J) of Lemma 7 easily from (A) and (命). Thusby Lemma
7, we have a disjoint system. Conversely, assume that we are given a disjoint system (Si).
Then T, (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) are all disjoint triples. Thus we have (A). As mentioned above, we
have the last relation of (舟) by translating Si (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) simultaneously so that b4 - -1.
By using Lemma 3, we obtain the relations of (再) by letting bi - -1, b2 - -1 and b3 -
- 1 respectively.
Here by the same reason mentioned in §2, we reform the conditions of Lemma 8 as
follows. We define the numbers as,β /. a ≦ i ≦ 4).
ノヽノヽ
xl - αZ2+βiW2,mi - α1Y3+γ1W3,ni - β¥Yi+ylZ4,
′ヽ
xz - tf2X3+/?2W3, m2 - azZi+yzwi, n2 - fizz*十γ2X4,
ノヽ !ヽ
x3 -偽yユ+p3Wi, m3 - 013X2+/3W2, n.3 - β3X4+73Y4,
ノヽ
xi - cuyi+β4Zl,品4 - Of4X2+γ4Z2, 114 - β4X3+74Y3.
(We shall use α as a generic name for α'S, β's and γ's.) By this reformulation, (A), (20) and
turns to conditions (Q) and (C) for each triple. About the reformulation of (舟) , we put
l i"4
72+03-1, f*2 - 73+β1-1, /U3 - γ1+&-1,
Ch+ck-l, fi5 - β4+<%-1, fie - 74+αi-1.











































In the following, (隻) is the main concern of our investigation. To aid our study, we use
the diagram (E) shown in Figure 1. And we call two α's which compose ii¥ (1 ≦ i ≦ 6) a
coupled pair.
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4. zero system. Note that if
allui-0(1≦i≦6),then (ら) is
satisfied trivially. We call a dis一斗
joint system of this type a zero
system. For the case, the sum of a
coupled pair is 1. This implies the
following property (S). (We put 0
- 0/1.) (S): The reduced denomi-
nators of coupled α's are equal.
We seek in the following in what
situation (S) can be happen? For
the purpose, we use (D)-diagram,
which is made from (E) by putting
the reduced denominator of α at
each vertex.
( Eトdiagram
We first study the properties of the reduced denominators of α's which belong to a
disjoint triple. We take Ti and W as in (17). From (α, β, γ) ∈ W, we take out the reduced
denominator of each element, and make a new triple (s, t, u) ∈ N3. We denote this process
byr(α,β,γ)- s,t,u.
We use the following notations and terminology in this section and in Lemma 14 of
§5. Let p be a prime. For a∈ Z, v (a) denotesthe order ofp-factor of a. (We put v (0)
--).
For (s,t,u)∈ N3 and m∈Z-{0}, we put
m㊥(s, t, u) - (s/(s,m), t/(t, m), u/(u,m)).
Lemma9. We take Ti. Let W be the setgiven in (17). Then the set r (W) is given by
m㊥(f/W2,W3),f/(Z2,Z4),f/(ys,y4サ: 1 ≦ m ≦ f-1.
Proof. We note that (Q) holds if (α, β, γ) satisfies the (0, l)-condition. Thus (C) is the
essential condition for our problem. We put α - a/f, β - b/f, γ - c/f. Then a,b,c ∈ Z.
And (C) is equivalent to the following condition;
az2+bw2 - ay3+cw3 -by4+cz4 - 0 (mod p )
holds for all prime p for which v(f) - k (> 0).
By (F), either v(w2) or v(y4) is 0. We assume v(w2) - 0, and take w2 so that w2w2 -
1 (mod pk). From the first relation of (28), we have b - -w2z2a (mod pk). We show the
relation
(29) c…品2(y4-ya)a (modpk).
From (7), we obtain
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Z4W2+Z2W3- Z2W2
Y3W2 + Y4W3 - Y3W3
y3z4+y4Z2-Y4Z4
ll
Since a* ∈ N, we have
Z4W2+Z2W3-Z2W2 - Y3W2+y4W3-Y3W3
- y3z4+y4Z2-y4z4 - 0 (mod f).
Using (30), we see that c taken as (29) satisfies the latter two relations of (28). Conversely we
see, by considering (w3, z4) - 1, that (28) determines uniquely the class of c (mod p ).
Now again by (30), we have v(z4) ≧ Min (v(z2),k). And by (*), we have Min (v(z2),
v(zO)≦k. Thus by putting a-1, we obtain the triple of π for m-1. A similar
reasoning works for the case v (y4) - 0. As easily seen, (α, β, γ)在Z3. Thus we obtain all
possible triples letting m (or a) run through 1 to f-1.




W2-" W3 -Z4 Y4
W3 z4-z2 -ys
We read (31) as follows: For p with v (f) - k > 0, we take a element in(31) which isrelatively
prime to p. Then the row of (3D which contains that element shows the ratio (mod p ) of
(fα, fβ, fγ) (mod pk). If there exist plural such elements in (31), their consistency follows
from
We say the triple given by putting m - 1 in (27) to be generic.
LemmalO. Take(α,β,γ)∈W. Weput r(α,β,γ)-(s,t,u). Weassumes≦t≦u.
Then (s, t, u) is one of the following four types (0ト(3).
(o) (s,s,s)withs>1.
(1) (s,t,t) where sキt and s/t.
(2) (s,t,u) where s,t,u all differ, s uandt|u. (u/s,u/t)-1.
(3) (s,t,u),for which we putr-L.C.M (s,t,u).
Here r, s, t, u all differ, r/s, r/t, r/u are mutually disjoint.
Proof. First we consider the generic triple. By Lemma 9, it is of type (j), depending
the cardinalty j of the elements which are not f. For general m, we treat separating the
cases by the type of the generic one.
(a) Let (f, f, f) be the generic triple. Then we have m(g)(f, f, f) - (f/ (m, f), f/(m, f), f/
(m,f).
(b) Let (s,f,f) be the generic triple. For ra6Z, we put m'-m/(m,s). Then it is
easy to see that m(8)(s, f,f) is of type (o) if f/s divides m', and of type (1) in other cases.
(c) Let (s,t,f) of type (2) be thegeneric triple. We put s′- f/s and t′ -f/t. Form
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∈ Z, we put m'- m/ (m,s,t), and define j by
j-the cardinality of the relations satisfied between s′ ∫ m′ and t′ ∫ m'.
Then it is easy to see that m㊥ (s,t,f) is of type (j).
(d) Let (s, t, u) of type (3) be the generic triple. Then by (F) and (27), we see r - f. We
puts'- f/s,t'- f/t andu'-f/u. AndformGZ,weputm -m/ (m,s,t,u). Wedefine
j as follows.
j-the cardinality of the relations satisfied among
s′t′ ∫ m′,t′u′!m′ and u′S′ ∫ m′.
Now a similar reasoning used above works, and we see that m㊥ (s, t,u) is of type (j).
Note that our aim is to decide, for given q,ai (1 ≦ i ≦ 4), the existence of a disjoint
system and not to list up all of them. Thus in case there are plural choices of b's, we satisfy
with having a simple one. We say a zero system to be minimal, if the cardinalty of the
different prime numbers which appear in (D)-diagram of the system is minimal (by choosing
b's).
Lemmall. Let q, ai∈N (1 ≦i≦4) with(F), (#) and (*) begiven. Assume that
there exists a zero system S (q,a-,b.) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) by taking suitable b's. Then up to the
equivalence of the order of &, we can choose a zero system, by taking suitable b's, whose (D)




Proof. As noted above, our interest is focussed on the minimal one. We note the
following two facts.
Lemma 10 implies that at most one element of (α, β, γ) is in Z.
ii) We obtain a simple (D)-diagram by multiplying a factor of fi (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) for all
triples simultaneously, unless the operation contradicts ( i ).
We consider the cases separating by the cardinality ofト1 couples which appear in a
minimal (D)-diagram.
We treat first a (D)-diagram which has no L1 couples. By considering (i) and (ii), we
see that such (D)-diagram contains a triple (p, p, p) with a prime p. Assume Ti to be of the
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type. We determine other denominators using (S) and Lemma 10. Then we obtain 価 of
Figure2.
Next we assume that exatly one 1-1 couple appears in a minimal (D)-diagram. Let this
couple make //3. By Lemma 10, we see that Ti and T2 of the diagram have to be of type
(1). We put them as (1, t, t) and (1, u, u). We determine other denominators using (S) and
Lemma 10. Then we obtain (B) of Figure 2 in case (t,u) > 1, and (C) in case (t,u) - 1.
Finally we show that there can not appear two L1 couples
in a (D)-diagram. By (i) noted above, such (D) diagram has to be
as shown in Figure 3 (up to the equivalence).
Now we note t of Figure 3. Then by Lemma 9, we have
t Kya, yi) and (wi, w2).
It contradicts (F).
Summing the discussions of this section, we give the Figure 3.
following




that they satisfy (5), (6), (F), (#) and (*). Then S (q,ai,bi) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) can be made a zero
system with suitable b s if and only if one of the following two conditions is satisfied.
There exist a prime p and k ∈ N which satisfy, by rearranging the orders of ai (if
necessaり), Plfi. Pklfi (2 ≦ i ≦ 4), and they allow either (A) oγ (B) of Figure 2 as a (D)
-diagram.
ii) There exist two primes p and r which satisfy, by suitable ordering of at (1 ≦ i ≦ 4),
the following (a) and (b).
a) p|fi,r|f2,pr|f3andU.
(b) They allow (C) of Figure 2 as a (D)-diagram.
Proof. The only if part of Theorem follows easily from Lemma 10. Thus we try to
construct a zero system under the conditions given above. First we assume (i) of Theorem
with (軸to be satisfied. We put y - l/pkandβ3 - (pk-1)/pk. From these values, we
determine α2, β2 and <%, γ3 so that they satisfy (0, l)-condition and (C). Next we put β1 -
1-γ3, γ -1 β2,也-l-a3and β4-1-ck. Finallyweobtain α and /4by(C)and(0,
l)-condition.












These three matrices has the same meaning o用1) for Ti (for T2-T4 respectively). By
separating the cases by the distribution of elements of (32) which are prime to p, and
considering (30) and the definitions of ff, we see that the value set given above are consistent.
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Thus we have a zero system. For other cases, a similar reasoning works by starting the
couple ((23,也).
We give here three numerical examples.
Example 1. q - 4200013, ai - 7079, a2- 3207, a3 - 6673, a4 - 20948‥ Then we have
x2- 413, x3- 171, x4-543,y,-398,y3-546,y4- 1179, Zi - 448, z2- 367, z4-485,wi
- 17,w2 - 20,w3 - 46. Fromthesevalues,wehavefi - 6,f2 - f3 - 3,f4- 30. Weobtain
a zero system of type (i), (B) of Theorem 1.
Example2. q- 30011,ai - 521,a2- 193,a3- 107, a4- 607. Wehavex2- 74,x3-
142,x4-58,yi-147,y3-261,y4-150,Zi-5,z2-4,z4-ll,w,-31,w2-23,w3-40.
From thesevalues, wehavefi - 3, f2 - 2, f3 - 6, U - 18. We obtain a zero system of type
ii) of Theorem withp- 3 andr- 2.
Example 3. q-4200013, ai - 6673, a2- 7079, a3- 5237, a4- 5116. We have x2-
448,x3- 485,x4-13,yi - 171,y3- 543,y4-383,zi -184,z2-68,z4- 125,wi -804,w2
-291, w3-693. Andfi- 9, f2- 12, f3-33, U- 12. Thusf'shave acommondivisor3.
But there exist no (D)-diagrams which correspond to zero systems.
5. Further reformulation of (§). To investigate disjoint systems of general type,




G2 - (x2y3Z4Wi - x4yiz2W3)/q,
G3 - (x4y3Ziw2- x3y4Z2wi)/q.
Lemma 12. Gi ∈ Z (1 ≦ i ≦ 3). And they satisfy the following relations (G).
Gi - (x2zifi-W2Z4f4)ノz2 - (ziw3f3-yiw2f2)/wi
-(y4W3f4- x3yifi)/ys - (x2y4f2-x3z4f3)/Ⅹ。.
G2 - (x2y3f2-x4w3f4)!x3 - (x2Wifi-Z2W3f3)/W2
-(y3z4f3- x4yifi)/y* - (¥vlZ4f4-yiz2f2)/Z..
G3 - (x4zifi-yati-i)/z4 - (yszifs-y4wif4)/yi.
- (w2y4f4-x3z2f3)/x2 - (y3W2f2-x3wifi)/w3.
Proof. For叫e first assumption, we take up Gi. We put K - X2Y4ZiW3-x3yiZ4W2. We

































The determinant of this matrix is K. If K - 0, there is no problem. Assume K幸0. Then
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by solving (34), we have a relation of the following type.
ai - (q/k) (polynomial of x's) (1 ≦ i ≦ 4).
Since ai's are relatively prime integers, we see q |K. A similar reasoning works for G2 and
G3.
For the latter assertion, we obtain it by (33) and the definitions of ft (1 ≦ i ≦ 4).




Lemma 13. The following six vectors are solutions of (§). All solutions are generated




















Since〆s are obtained from α's by (26), they are rational numbers whose dinominatore
are closely related to fs. We introduce several sets of numbers: (Here {a, b} means the
least comonn multiple of a and b.)
n - ¥iil¥z¥, z4), U/(yi, y4)} , r2 - {fi/(z2, z4), f3/(x2, x4)}
r3 - {fzAxs, x4), fi/(y3, y*)}, n - {fsAwi, w2), U/(zi, z2)}
r5 - [fz/iwi, w3), f4/(yi, ys)}, r6 - {f4/(x2, x3), fi/(w2, w3)}.
Weput
<Pl- T¥fJL¥ (1 ≦i≦6).
Thenwesee q>¥∈Z(1 ≦i≦6)byLemma9. WedefineRi (1 ≦i≦6) by
(37)
RITl - f2f3, R2Z2 - fl13, R3t3 - flf2,
R4Z4 - I3f4, RsTs - I2I4, ReTe - UU.
D-G.C.M.ofR,(1≦i≦6).
And finally we define Fu (1 ≦ i幸j ≦ 6) as follows.
F12 - Dz4f3/RiR2 , Fis - -Dy4f2/RiR3, FM - -Dzifs/RiR*
Fis - Dyif2/RiR.5 Fi6 - DGi/RiR.6 F23 - Dx4fi/R2R3
F24 - Dz2f3/R2R4 , F25 - DG2/R2R5 , F26- -Dxafi/RzRe,
F34 - DG3/R3R4 , F35 - -Dy3f2/R3R5, F36 - Dxsfi/RaRe,
F45--Dwif4/R4R5 , F46 - Dw2f4/R4R6 , F56 - -Dw3f4/R5R6.
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AndFji- -Fu(1≦iキj≦6).
We introduce here the following terminology which we use in Lemma 14. For a, b, c
∈ N U (0, ∞}, we say (a,b,c) is an L-triple if the smaller two of them are equal. And in
case all elements are not 0, we say the L-triple to be positive.
Lemma 14. Let p be aprime. Then v(Fij) (1 ≦ iキj ≦ 6) satisfy the following three
properties.
v(Flj) ≧ 0. Namely we have Fu ∈ Z.
ii) Let 1 ≦ i < j < k ≦ 6. Then (v(Fij), v(Fjk), v(Fki)) is an L-triple.
¢iカFor any i withl ≦i≦6,v(Fij)-0 holds withsomej.
Proof. As we cannot see through the true reason of this properties, we prove this
Lemma by wholly elementary reasonings. Thus it becomes lengthy, and we state it by
separating to nine steps.
{Step 1) We start by giving the value set v(x) for all x in (6). By (F) and the
equivalence among the orderings of Si, we have the following four possible types.
価 v(x2) -a, v(y3) -b, v(x3) -c, v(x4) -d, v(y4) -e, v(z4) -f.
(B) v(x2) -a, v(y3) -b, v(x3) -c, v(x4) -d, v(w2)-e, v(z4) -f.
(C) v(x2) -a, v(y3) -b, v(zi) -c, v(x*) -d, v(y4) -e, v(z4) -f.
㊥ v(x2)-a, v(y3)-b,v(zi)-c, v(x4)-d, v(y4)-e, v(w3)-f.
Here a to f are non-negative integers. And other v(x) - 0.
{Step 2) Next we determine v(fi) and v(Gi). These are easy calculations, and we
record here the result of Case A only. (Throughout this proof, {t,u, -,v} denotes the
minimum value of them.)
v(fi) - {b+f, e}+ti, v(f2)-{c+f, d}+t2,
v(f3) - {a+e, d}+t3, v(f4) - {a+b, c}+t4,
V(Gi) - {a+e, c+f}+gi, V(G2) - {a+b+f, d}+g2,
V(G3) - {b+d, c+e}+g3.
Here t's and g's are non negative integers, (g's can be ∞.)
{Step 3) We first treat the case t's and g's are all 0. We calculate v(Ri) (1 ≦ i ≦ 6)
using the above values. We record here only the result of Case A. They are
v(Ri) - {d, a+e, c+f}, v(R2) - {a+b+f, d, a+ej,
v(R3) - {b+d, c+e, d+e, b+c+fj, v(R4) - {c, d, a+b, a+ej,
v(R5) - {c, d, a+b}, v(R6) - {a+b, c, a+ej.
From these values, we obtain v(D) - v(R4).
{Step 4) We calculate v(Fij) using the above values. And ascertain the properties
stated in Lemma, by running through all combinations of i, j, and k. It is a long and
tiresome work, but can be done using wholly elementary reasonings.
{Step 5) Next we assume some u > 0. To treat the case, we use (G) and the following
simple fact (L).
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(L) Let s, t, u∈ Z. Assume that s+t+u - 0, then (v(s), v(t), v(u)) is an L-triple.
We explain the reasoning used by taking a typical one. We take up Case A, and
assume ti > 0. Then we have b+f-e. Using this relation, we eliminate e from (39). Next
we apply (L) for the relation in ㈲ which contains fi. Then we see that (ti, t4) gi), (ti, t3, gz)
and (ti,t2,g3J are all Ltriples. Since ti > 0, these triples are either positive, or the
remained two elements in it are 0. If some ti > 0 for 2 ≦ i ≦ 4, we can develop a similar
discussion with it.
Note that the following six triples are obtained by the above process from (G).
・mE B
(ti, U, gi), (ti, t3) g2), (ti, t2, g3),
(t2, t3, gl), (t2, U, g2), (t3, t4, gs).
As a conclusion of the above discussions, we have only three possible cases.
(a) All six triples of (40) are positive.
(b) Exactly one triple of (40) is positive.
(c) Exactly one of t's is positive. Namely other t's and g's are all zero.
And we consider in the following these cases separately.
{Step 6) (In case all t's and g's are positive.) Here we take up Case A. From the
assumption, we have the following seven relations from軌
b+f-e, c+f-d, a+e-d, a+b-c, a+e-c+f, a+b+f-d, b+d-c+e.
Note that only three of (41) are independent. Thus we take a, b and f as a base system, and
express other c, d, and e with them. Substituting these values in (39), we obtain
v(Ri) - a+b+f+{tz, t3}, v(R2) - a+b+f+{ti, t3}, v(R3) - a+2b+f+{ti, t2},
v(R4) - a+b+{f+t3, U}, v(R5) - a+b+{f+t2, t4], v(R6) - a+b+{f+ti, U}.
From these values, we obtain v(D) - a+b+{f+ti, f+t2, f+t3, U). Using these values, we
calculate v(Fij), and ascertain (i)-(iii) of Lemma, by running through all combinations of i,
j, and k. A similar reasoning works for the other cases.
{Step 7) (The case where only one triple of (40) is positive.) As a sample, we take
Case A, with positive L-triple (ti, U, gi). Then we have three relations; b+f-e, a+b-c
and a+e-c+f. We take a, b, d and f as a basesystem, and eliminate c and e from(39). And
we carry the same process mentioned above.
(Step 8) (The case exactly one of t's is positive.) We take up Case A with ti > 0.
Then we have b+f-e. Thus we eliminate e from (39), and obtain the following values.
v(fi) - b+f+ti, v(f2) - {c+f, d}, v(f3) - {a+b+f, d}, v(f4) - {a+b, c}, v(Gi) - {a
+b+f, c+f}, v(G2) - {a+b+f, d}, v(G3) - {b+d, b+c+f}.
From these values, we calculate v(Rt) (1 ≦ i≦ 6) and v(D). And we prove (i上山of
Lemma, by running through all combinations of i, j and k.
(Step 9) (The case t's are all 0 and some g's are positive.) In this case the reasoning
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used is same with that of Step 8. But we note here the following three facts, which simplify
our discussion.
Since t's are all 0, the values v(fi), v(Ri) and v(D) are same with that give in Step
3.
ii) New phenomena arise only for v(F16), v(F2s) and v(F34). And property (i) of
Lemma holds obviously.
同Since the set {1, 6},{2, 5} and {3, 4} are disjoint, we may consider the effect of gi, g2
and g3 to be mutually independent.
After these long and tiresome steps, we conclude the proof.
Lemma15. Forl≦i<j<k≦6, wehave
Fij^k+Fjk^i+Fki^j - 0.
Proof. Easy calculations, using Lemmas 12 and 13.
As noted above, Gi can be 0. But excluding Fi6, F25 and F34, Fy's areキ0. We develop
our discussion by taking F12. We obtain from (42) the following relations.
<pk - (-F2kfi+Fik^2)/F12 (3 ≦ k ≦ 6).
Lemma 16. There exists unique h which satisfies the following relations.
中
Flkh… F2k (mod F12) for all 3 ≦ k≦ 6,
1≦h≦Fi2,(h,F12)-1.
Proof. We take p for which v(Fi2) - a > 0. By (ii) and尽ii) of Lemma 14, there exists
k in 3 ≦ k ≦ 6 such that v(Fik) - v(F2k) - 0. Hence the congruence class oHi (mod pa)
is determined by (42) of such k. Accumulating these relations for all prime factors of F12,
we get the unique h in [1,F12]. And we have (h,F12) - 1.
Next we show that this h satisfies all relations of (44). Let p be as above. We eliminate
the common factors of Fik, F2k and F12 from 初 Here again by (ii) of Lemma 15, we see
that p-factor remains at most one of them. Now we note the following relation (45), which
is an easy conclusion of Lemma 13.
Fi2Fu¥-FiuF2v+FivF2u - 0 (3 ≦ uキⅤ ≦ 6).
Now we apply(ii) of Lemma 15 for Fiu, Flv and Fuv (i - 1, 2), andwe see that (45) assures the
consistency of (44).
By vitue of Lemma 16, we may put
・pi - a and <p2 - ha-Fi2m with (a,m) ∈ Z2.
By substituting these values in (43), we obtain
・pk - hika-Fikm where hik - (Fikh-F2k)/Fi2 ∈ Z.
Our investigation of s?k (1 ≦ k ≦ 6) in the following depend on the expression (46) and
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We call them {a, m)-e.坤ression of <pk over F12. We give here some remarks.
i) By (47), we see that <j?k ≡ hik^i (mod |Fik I) is satisfied. This relation corresponds
that of (44). But in some cases, the corresponding inequality does not hold.
ii) There is (a, m主expression of?>'s over another Fsk (キ0). It has a form of type
・pi - hsjA-FsjM and <ps - A.
Here hsj satisfies the congruence relation of above type.
(iii) In particular we have the following relation.
huhji- 1 or -1 (modFu).
6. Estimates of <p. Note that <p's are made of α's, which satisfy (Q). Thus the value
of pl must remain in some limits. In this section, we estimate the limit. We start, as usual,
with Ti and W.
Lemma 17. We take TV Let (α, β, γ) ∈ W. Then the following inequalities hold.
lα < W2W3(y4+Z4)/qf+l/2言β I < z2z4(y3+W3)/qf+1/2, tγ < y3y4(z2+w2)/qf+l/2.
Proof. Easy deduction from
(49)
We define ci-ce as follows.
ci - f2f3(yiy4(x2+w2)/qf3+ziz4(x3+ W3)/qf2+ l)/Ri,
c2 - fif3(x2X4(yi +Wi)/qf3+Z2Z4(y3+W3)/qfi + l)/R2,
c3 - f2fi(y3y4(z2+w2)!qfi +x3x4(zi+wi)/qf2+ 1)/R。,
c4 - f3f4(ziz2(x3+y3)/qf4+wiW2(x4+y4)/qf3+ l)/R4,
c5 - f2f4(yiy3(x2+z2)/qf4+WiW3(x4+Z4)/qf2+ l)!R5,
c6 - fif4(x2X3(yi + zi)/qf4+W2W3(y4+Z4)/qfi + l)/R6
Now by Lemma 17 and the definitions of <p's, we obtain
Wll<c,(1≦i≦6).
(In usual cases, a is of size Kftfu with 1 < K < 5.)
7. Keen systems. We combine伽with
Then we obtain the following inequality of diophantine type.
|ha-Fm|<Cfor a ≦Bwith(a,m)∈Z2,
whereh,F∈Z, |h ≦|F| and(h,F)-1.
We say (51) to be a strong inequality in case the following relation holds.
|F|>2BC.
To study the inequality, we quote some notations and results from the theory of
continued fraction.
Let h。,hi,-,hs∈N be given. We put ¢]-1,[ho] -ho,[ho,hi,- hi -h,【h。,-,hト1]
+[h。,-,hト>] for i≧1. For [u〕 -[ho,- ,hs], we denoteトu] - [h,,-,hs], and [u-I -
[h。, --,hs-1] and 【-u-] - [hi, -,hs_lI Let [v] be another continued fraction, and b ∈ N.
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Lemma 18. Assume that h, F of (51) satisfy 1 ≦ h < F. We consider solutions of
such that (a, m) ∈ N. And if (51) is a strong inequality, there exist at most one solution.
And it is given as follows. Let [h0, --.hn] be the continued fraction of F/h. We由ke t so
that [h。,・・・,ht-i] ≦ B < [ho,-,htj. Then byputtinga - [h。, -,hト1] and m - [hi, -,ht_l],
we have |ha-Fm I-[ht+i,～,hn].
Proof. By the well known theory of diophantine approximation, the solution of a
strong inequality are obtained from the continued fraction. Thus we take a - [h。, -, hs-i]
and m - [hi,-,hs- Then by (53), we have |ah-Fm| - [hs十.,・-,hn]. Thus to prove
Lemma, it is sufficient to show the inequality [ht, --.hn] > C, where t is the number
mentioned in Lemma. Again by (53), we have F - 【ho, -,hn] - [ho, -,ht-蝣ht, -,hn]+[h。,
-,hト2日ht+i, -,hn] < 2 ht, -,hn] [h。, -,ht-J. Since [h。, -,hトlI ≦ B, wehave thedesired
inequality.
Letq,ai∈N(1≦i≦4)with(6)and (#) begiven. AndFuanda(1≦iキj ≦6)be
as above. Wesayq, ai (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) allows a keen system ifthereexist (t,u) (1 ≦ t < u ≦
6) and q>¥ (1 ≦ i ≦ 6) which satisfy the following relation and
(軸|Fm I > 2ctcu.
We note here two remarks.
For a keen system with (t, u), we consider the (a, m)-expression over Ftu. Then
by taking <pt - a > 0, we see by Lemma 18 that there exists only one system of <p's.
ii) In case there is a (t, u) which satisfies (53), it is usual to appear plural such (t, u)'s.
And in the case, the continued fractions of such Ftu/htu are of similar type. (cf. Example
5, stated later.)
Summing the above discussions, we obtain
Theorem2. Letq, ai (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) begiven with(5), (6), (F), (#) and (*). LetF,j (1 ≦
i幸j ≦ 6) and a (1 ≦ i ≦ 6) be given as above. Assume that there exisか(t,u) such that
Ftu I >2ctcu and 1 ≦ t < u ≦ 6. Then the quadruple {S(q, ai, bi)} allows no disjoint system,
excluding the possibilities of either zero systems or that which corresponds <p s of the keen
system.
8. Construction of over systems. As stated in §1, we have a method to construct
disjoint systems from a given disjoint system. We call them over systems of the original
one. We explain here the basic device of the method by taking an example. We separate
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the process to seven steps. We take the following system as an origin.
Example 5. q-4200013, ai-6673, a2-7079, a3-5237, a4-15348. Then the solution
system is as follows. x2-448, x3-485, x4-13, yi-171, y3-543, y4-383, zi-184, zz-68, z4
-125, wi-268, wz-97, w3-231. From these values, we have U-3, f2-4, f3-ll, U-12. Ri
-R2-R3-1, R4-4, R5-12, R6-3, D-l.
(Step 1) We calculate the (a, m)-expression, and the continued fractons of F/h as
follows.
<P¥-a
<p2- 823a-1375m 1, 1, 2, 27, 10
<p3- -917a+1532m 1, 1, 2, 27, 2, 5
p4- -303a+506m 1, 1, 2, 33, 3
9?5- 34a-57m 1, 1, 2, ll
<pe- 299a-499m 1, 1, 2, 49, 2
By taking a-[l, 1, 2】-5 and m-[l, 2]-3, we obtain <pi-5, <p2--10, ^3-H, ^4-3, <p5-
-1, <p&--2.
{Step 2) We take the middle terms of the above continued fractions as parameters.
Namely we put
1, 1, 2, b, 10 <p2 - (30b+13)a-(50b+25)m
1, 1, 2, c, 2, 5 v>3 - -(33c+26)a+(55c+25)m
1, 1, 2, d, 3 <Pi - -(9d+6)a+(15d+ll)m
1, 1, 2, e <p5 - (3e+l)a-(5e+2)m
1, 1, 2, f, 2 <p6- (6f+5)a-(10f+9)m.
{Step 3) By considering (48), we define other (a, m)-expressions of <p¥ by taking the
reverse continued fractions.
II 10,b, 2, 1, 1 (5b+2)A-(50b+25)M <p2-A
Ill52,c,2,1,1 (10c+9)A-(55c+47)M <p3-A
IV 3, d, 2, 1, 1 -(5d+2)A+(15d+ll)M <pt-A
V e, 2, 1,1 -5A-(5e+2)M <ps - A
VI 2, f, 2, 1, 1 (5f+2)A-(10f+9)M <p6 - A
(If we go astray in the process, we judge the right way considering whether we can get the
original one by putting b-c-27, d-33, e-ll, f-49 or not. We must confess that we have
not known the full truth of the method.)
{Step 4) By comparing the results of Step 2 and those of 3, we have all (a,
m)-expressions for p's. We take fs and R's from the original one. Since the coefficients
of M is Fij, we obtain the values of x's. They are
x2 - 20(f-b)+8,x3 - 22(f-c)+l, x4 - (110(c-b)+39)/3,yi - 15e+6,
y3 - 33(c-e)+15, y4 - (55c+47)/4,zi - (60d+44)/ll,
z2 - (120(d-b)+28)/ll,z4 - (50b+25)/ll,w, - 12(d-e)+4,
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w2 - 6(f-d)+l,w3 -6(f-e)+3.
(Step 5) We rewrite the value system by taking yi, y4, zi, z4, W2 as a base. Then other
x's are represented homogeneously by them. Namely we have
x2 - (20zi+50w2-66z4)/15, x3 - (121zi+110w2-48y4)/30,
x4 - (40y4-121z4)/15, y3 - (12y4-llyi)/5, z2 - (lOzi-12z4)/5,
Wi - (llZi-4yi)/5, w3 - (llzi-4yi+10w2)/10.
(Step 6) From these x's, we calculate q, af (1 ≦ i ≦ 4). Thenweseethatthe following
relation (55) is necessary, in order that they make a consistent system.
10w2 - -8yi+8y4+llzi-22z4.
Substituting these relation in the values obtained in Step 5, we have
x2 - (-40yi十40y4+110zi-176z4)/15, x3 - (-44yi+20y4+121zi-121z4)/15,
x4 - (40y4-121z4)/15, y3 - (-llyi+12y4)/5,z2 - (10zi-12z4)/5, wi -仁4yi+llzi)/5,
W2-(-8yi+8y4+llzi-22z4)/10, w3 - (llzi-llz4-6y+4y4)/5.
From these value set, we have
q - (88y亨z4-120yiy4Zi-40yiy4z4-121yiZiz4+242yiZ芸
+ 80y4Zi + 220y4z号-352y4ziz4)/150,
ai - (-2yiz4+2y4zi-yiZi)/10,
82 - -40yiZi+8yiZ4+40y4z4+110z「77ziz4-110z芸)/150,
a3 - (-44y号+ -12yiy4+121yizl+40y至-22y4Zi-110y4Z4)/150,
a4 - (10y4zi-llyiz4-5y4Z4)/15.
It is easy to see that these value set satisfies (6).
{Step 7) To obtain a disjoint system, there are some additional conditions. Namely
q, a4 (1 ≦ i ≦ 4) are relatively prime natural numbers, and x's are in N. To consider these
condition, we go back to the expression with a-f. Note that (55) turns to the following
-10b+llc+12d-12e-6f+3 - 0.
We remark the following three facts.
i) As easily seen the following conditions have to be satisfied for x's to be in Z.
b…5 (modll),c…3(mod4),b…C…0 (mod3),d…0 (modll).
ii) To satisfy the condition q, at ∈ N, we take x's so that their size are proportional
to the original one.
同If we can take q to be prime or to have only large prime factors, the condition (5)
is satisfied.
By considering these facts, we obtain the following numerical example. We take b-258,
c-279, d-330, e-113, f-516. Then we have q-4850146493-293.1229ユ34649 and ai-
681763, a2-780009, a3-717712, a4-1655033. The solution set is x2-5168, x3-5215, x4-783,
yi-1701, y3-5493, y4-3848, zi-1804, z2-788, z4-1175, w,-2608, W2-1117, ws-2421.
Under some calculations, we decomposeァ?'s to α's so that α1-β1-1/3. γ1-5/3. a2-
β2-1/4. 72-3/4. #3-1/ll, β3-73-4/ll. cu-l, &-74-1/2. These value set satisfes
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and (C) in each triple. Thus we obtain a disjoint set.
9. <p to a. To obtain a disjoint system from甲's, we have to decompose them into
α's which satisfy (Q) and (C) in each triple. As noted in §1, we failed to get some tolerable
theory about it. Thus we explain here the barrier which we cannot overcome.
About (0), there is no problem if we can take a's which satisfy the (0, l)-condition.
This problem is closely related with the following problem: Let a, b ∈ N. For m ∈ [1, 2ab
-1],decidewhetheritcanbeexpressibleasm - ax+ bywithl ≦ x < bandl ≦ y<a. It
is clear that the probability is 1/2, and those m which lie near the center have good chance.
But to obtain a decisive criterion seems to be difficult.
ii) About (C), we think the following proposition is plausible: Assume D - 1. Let a
system of <p be given. Then it can be decomposed to α's uniquely (up to modulo Z) so that
they satisfy (C) in each triple. And if D > 1, there are plural (D?) possibilities. We may
adopt the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 1, but the situation seems to be much
more complicated.
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